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About This Game

Based on Third-person/Top down shooter that doesn't take itself too seriously (it is a game after all).

Configurable and upgradable armaments.

Conversations and choices will affect the game.

Multiple endings.

Sorry, but there isn't a nanny pointer to direct your next action.

Camera can be locked or unlocked at will.

Hi-def is native resolution.

Potentially, emotionally charged moments.

NPC's have been directed to not speak "AT" you, please report violations of this and we will investigate.
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I'm really enjoying this iteration of the MotoGP franchise. It's very easy to play, even if you never have played a Milestone
motorcycle game. The graphics are crisp, the sounds are spot on, the AI are great and overall it's a very enjoyable game!

I am looking forward to many more hours playing this game, and I expect great things to come in the future.. great game for a
cheap price, after dying a few times you will know how to survive the night :#. https://www.hardcoregames.biz/dark-places/

this game is rather creep and one of dark exploration to find buttons to open doors and find your way around

this makes the game as much a puzzle as it is a creepy shooter. Extremely boring and its too long. An informative and
compelling insight into the birth (and first death) of the video game industry, specifically detailing the history of Atari and
Activision. I'm a sucker for well-made video game documentaries, and this one quenched my thirst for the week.. This is an
overlooked unique indie game with a visually cool game mechanic if you like Limbo like games that are creepy, puzzle solving,
odd story, and a dark mood than this game is for you given the price. I enjoyed my time playing this game, it even gave me a
jumpscare here and there.

You can see my personal reaction here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W9G__JOsX7E&list=PLLjigReESA3l0sONT_3ajk0YoKONgBcOw. About the ongoing
PDS-"support", which is feeded by a DLC like this one: Brace yourself for the PDS-RELEASE-STRATEGY: At a given date
(to fit our schedule), we insist, that we release what we've done so far (aka a gamble, whether an "update" is complete or not)
and regardless of its quality (aka an additional gamble, whether the same "update" is a buggy and unoptimized mess or not).
Brace yourself for the (following) PDS-PATCH-STRATEGY: At a given date (to fit our schedule), we insist, that we end to
TRY to patch (complete, fix and optimize) as little as possible in regards to our latest "update" ...

Machine Empires: You should know, that the V1.0-base-game had already robots, droids and synths, but they were such a
skeleton \/ joke of a "finished" feature, that PDS had made this (separated) DLC as the actual \/ serious approach.. This game is
the worst thing to happen in history since the titanic sank. Played it on PS1 and liked it a lot :)

Now playing it in remastered version brings back nostalgia.

Game worth buying :)
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Bought it during the sale. But then figured out, that there is no sense to buy it at all! As there is A.R.E.S. Extinction Agenda EX
- enhanced and updated version of A.R.E.S. without possibility to update Agenda to Agenda EX. So DON'T buy THIS version
of game - it's USELESS! Proceed to EX version directly, instead.
https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/315340\/ARES_Extinction_Agenda_EX\/. What can I say... this game is good.
Being one of my first action shooter games along with Serious Sam and others, I loved it back then, and even now, it still keeps
me entertained and pleased by its performance.
AI is decent, does its job. No problems there.
Audio and video quality are good, even in this year.
The only problem I have is with the Assault Rifle... the burst recoil is so bad I just want to go snipe-no-scope everyone from
upclose....
Multiple weapons - which is a great thing. You can have up 6 or 8 (didn't count them). Rocket launchers, rifles, dynamite,
drones, etc.
The plot is decent enough, and the characters are simple but entertaining.
You get to drive armored cars and tanks, so that's another plus, imo.
Since it's one of my first games I've played, I rate it highly. I loved this game and I'm suprised it's still giving me that feeling of
happiness and joy when I play it now.
A blast from the past, if I could say.
It was in my 9/10 category back then, and now I'd keep it that way - if not for the bad assault rifle and the outdated graphics -
but I'm forced to go to 8.5/10.. Never worked.. Good art, very competent voice acting, animated blinking for a little more life. I
wasn't expecting this much for a few bucks. You've put in the work that larger VN projects have not. Nice work!. The game is
cool, delightful story, especially if you play on complex.Кто likes to think, fond of games of the Second World War, take it.
Interesting facts.
Addition received its name from the book of V.O. Bogomolov, «In August, forty-four. The moment of truth». The term refers
to the time of receipt from the tackled agent information, contributing to capture the entire searched the group and complete the
operation. Interestingly, in the game, this never happens. For all passing we never capture an enemy agent. Success is achieved
only by the information that our hero got personally, and his action. So not very clear why the developers have taken this name.
Igor Cavalov has the Callsign "Ramsay". The same name is the village of Moksha district, Penza области.Также Callsign
"Ramsay was known spy Richard Sorge. Great DLC for soundtrack and soundeffects! There's not that many scary music DLC
for RPG Maker MV and this is a good one! Also, if someone could tell me the name or acronyme used by the artist, I would
really appreciate it. I would like to give him\/her the credits for the music in my game!. Good game, but very short.. I like
playing casual titles such as this for a break from the standard fare of video games where violence, failure, and death are
integral. This game is what it claims to be - you will rebuild and manage a farm to earn money to pay for the character's
wedding. The only challenges are to be somewhat patient and to balance your inventory. If you like peaceful, task-driven
objectives without time limits or the possibility of failure, then I recommend this to you - relax and enjoy. It's a fun little
diversion and can be picked up cheap when on sale.

Now for the things I didn't like:

When a plot point occurs for a completed objective, you lose control of what you were doing and the camera shifts to
somewhere else on the screen. This is a mild annoyance, but noticeable. Since the side game of hunting for objects is handled as
a pop-up button you click when ready to start, I don't see why plot updates couldn't have been handled in the same way.

Contrary to the description, I did not find the plot fascinating, nor the ending unexpected - then again, this game is probably
aimed at kids. As I said above, I played to get away from violence, but there is mild, non-interactive violence at the end of the
game which I found completely unnecessary. I feel the need to caution about this, because if this game is aimed at kids, I think
parents should be aware.
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